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DISTRIBUTION OF EIGENVALUES OF A TWO-PARAMETER

SYSTEM OF DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
BY

M. FAIERMAN

Abstract. In this paper two simultaneous Sturm-Liouville systems are

considered, the first defined for the interval 0 < x, < 1, the second for the

interval 0 < x2 < 1, and each containing the parameters X and p. Denoting

the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of the simultaneous systems by (\jk, ¡í¡k)

and $j,k(xi> *2)> respectively, j, k = 0,  1.   asymptotic methods are

employed to derive asymptotic formulae for these expressions, as j + k -»

oo, when (J,k) is restricted to he in a certain sector of the (x, y)-plane.

These results constitute a further stage in the development of the theory

related to the behaviour of the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of

multiparameter Sturm-Liouville systems and answer an open question

concerning the uniform boundedness of the ^¿(x,, Jtj)-

1. Introduction. The importance of multiparameter Sturm-Liouville prob-

lems in mathematical physics has led in recent years to a revival of interest in

this area of investigation after a period of relative neglect. However, most

investigations to date have been concerned with problems related to

oscillation and expansion theory (cf. [1], [3], [5], and [9]), and it has been

pointed out by Atkinson [2, §4] that such fundamental problems as the

determination of the behaviour of the eigenvalues and of the eigenfunctions

of multiparameter Sturm-Liouville systems have not yet been resolved.

Stimulated by Atkinson's remark, the author was led in an earlier paper [6]

to investigate the behaviour of the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of the

simultaneous two-parameter systems

y'{+ (XAx(xx)-ixBx(xx) +qx(xx))yx=0,    0 < xx < 1, ' = d/dxx,    (1.1)

y,(0)cos a, — ̂ ',(0)sin a, = 0,       0 < a, < it,

yx(l)cosßx-y'x(l)sinßx = 0,       0 < ßx < m, (1.2)

and

y'i + (-XA2(x2) + fiB2(x2) + <72(x2))y2 = 0,  0 < x2 < 1, ' = d/dx2, (1.3)
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y2(0)cos a2 - y2(0)sin a2 = 0,       0 < a2 < tt,

>>2(l)cos ß2 - y2(l)sin ß2 = 0,       0 < ß2 < m. (1.4)

To explain the work of that paper (and also our present problem) in greater

detail, let us recall that by an eigenvalue of the system (1.1)—(1.4) we mean a

pair of numbers, (X*, ¡i*), such that when X = X* and ¡x = u*, (1.2/ - 1) has,

for / = 1, 2, a nontrivial solution, say y¡(x¡, X*, ju*), which satisfies (1.2/).

Furthermore, we also know that the eigenvalues and normalized eigen-

functions of the system (1.1)—(1.4) may be represented in the form (XJk, fiJk)

and $jik(xx, x^, respectively, j, k = 0, 1, . . ., where (XJk, ¡iJk) denotes that

eigenvalue of (1.1)—(1.4) for which yx(xx, XJk, fiJk) has precisely j zeros in

0 < xx < 1 andy2(x2, XJk, ̂  k) has precisely k zeros in 0 < x2 < 1, while

2

<M*i. XJ = cj* n y,{xt, \k, nM)
i=i

and Cjk denotes a normalization constant. In [6] the positive quadrant of the

(x, y)-plane was divided into three disjoint sectors, ß, ß„ and ß2 (each with

vertex at the origin), and asymptotic formulae were derived for the (XJk, ¡iJk)

and \pJk, as j + k -» oo, when (/*, k) was restricted to lie in ß and in ß„

respectively (since the results for ß2 are similar to those for ß,). The choice of

the central sector, ß, was motivated by the fact that for (j, k) in that sector,

the above formulae could be derived by means of standard techniques, that

is, without having to appeal to transition point theory. However, in order to

apply the same techniques to the case (j, k) GÜX, we imposed the further

condition that A'2B2 — A2B'2 = 0 for 0 < x2 < 1, and thus the results of [6]

for (j, k) £ ß, are valid only under this hypothesis. Hence in this paper we

propose to derive asymptotic formulae for the above expressions for (j, k) E

ß, under the hypothesis that A'2B2 — A2B'2 =£ 0 for 0 < x2 < 1. The impor-

tance of the case considered here lies in the fact that the results obtained will

enable us to answer an open question concerning the uniform boundedness of

the *m(*i. x2>-

In what follows it will be supposed that Ax, Bx, and qx are real and

continuous in 0 < xx < 1, with both /I, and Bx having absolutely continuous

first derivatives in this interval, that q2 is real and continuous in 0 < x2 < 1,

that A2 and 7?2 are real and of class C3 in some interval containing the

interval 0 < x2 < 1 in its interior, that A'2B2 — A2B'2 ¥= 0 for 0 < x2 < 1, and

lastly, that A = AXB2 — A2BX ̂  0 in 72 (the product of the intervals 0 < xx

< 1, 0 < x2 < 1). Furthermore, there is no loss of generality in assuming

henceforth that the Ap Bj, and A are positive for all values of xx and x2 in I2;

for we know (see [6, Appendix A]) that this can always be achieved, if

necessary, by introducing a nonsingular transformation in the parameters X

and /x.
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After introducing notation and assumptions in §2, we concern ourselves in

§3 with the asymptotic integration of (1.3). Here we encounter problems

involving a simple transition point whose position varies with u/X; and

techniques from transition point theory are used to obtain estimates for the

solutions of (1.3) for the various positions of the transition point. In §4 we fix

our attention upon certain disjoint subsets ßf, / = 1, . . ., 5, of the sector ß,

introduced above, and use the results of §3 to obtain estimates for r¡jk

(= Hjik/XJk) for (j,k) in each of the ßf (see Theorem 4.1). These results

enable us to determine the position of the transition point hitherto mentioned

corresponding to t]Jk and hence to deduce from the results of §3 estimates for

the solutions of (1.3) when X = Xjk and ¡i = ¡ijk. We remark that the ßf have

been introduced since there are essentially five different forms of solutions of

(1.3) to consider, depending upon the position of the transition points, and

hence upon the t\jk. Thus by restricting (j, k) to a particular ßf, we are able

to restrict the i\jk, and hence the corresponding transition points, to intervals

for which a common formula may be derived to describe the solutions of (1.3)

when X = Xjk, ¡x = nJk, and (j, k) E ßf. In §5 we employ the results of §§3

and 4 together with estimates for the solutions of (1.1) (which are obtained by

standard arguments) to derive asymptotic formulae for Xjk, pJk, and \pJk for

(J, k) in each of the ßf (see Theorems 5.1-5.5). These results are then utilized

in §6 to deduce some facts concerning the uniform boundedness of the 4>j,k

and the dependence of the Xjk and fiJk on the q¡; extensions of the foregoing

results are also discussed here.

A novel feature of our work is that we are able to demonstrate that

smoothness of the coefficients of the system (1.1)—(1.4) does not ensure the

uniform boundedness of the ¡pjk(xx, x^. Indeed, although we were able to

show in [6] that the \¡ijk are uniformly bounded when (j, k) lies in the sector ß

(see above), we shall see in the sequel that this is certainly not the case for

(j, k) in Ö,. In fact, for this latter sector, we shall show instead that the

j~lf\j¿ are uniformly bounded, and that this result is false if 1/3 is replaced

by any smaller number.

2. Notation and assumptions. In the sequel we shall put

Px (xx, X, p.) = XAx(xx) - nBx(xx),   P2(x2, X, u) = -XA2(x2) + nB2(x2),

r(x2) = A2(x2)/B2(x2),

and denote by bx and b2 the infimum and supremum, respectively, of

Ax(xx)/Bx(xx) in 0 < xx < 1 and by ax and a2 the infimum and supremum,

respectively, of r(x2) in 0 < x2 < 1. Moreover, we shall extend the definition

of q2(x2) to all real values of x2 by putting q^x^ = q2(0) for x2 < 0 and

q2(x2) = q2(\) for x2 > 1. Observe that there exists the interval [c, d], where

— 1 < c < 0 and  1 < d < 2, such that in this interval B^x^, r(x^ are
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positive and of class C3, q2(x2) is continuous, r^x-J =£ 0 (' = d/dx^, and

99íj,/100 < r(x2) <a2 + (bx - aJ/100.
To simplify matters, we shall assume for the remainder of this paper that

r'(x2) < 0 for c < x2 < d (see §6) and put 8 = (r(c) - a2)/2. Then for

r(d) < / < r(c), we denote by x(t) the point of [c, d] at which r(x2) = /

(note that in this interval x(t) is of class C3 and x'(t) < 0, where ' = d/dt),

put c* = x(a2 + 8), and let 8X = min((c* - c), (d - 1)}. For c < x2 < d,

r(d) < t < r(c), we shall also put

*(*2,') = f    /'      "1/2
1    -/u = 0

1/2

du,

B2{(\ - u)x(t) + ux2)

X f    -r'((l - su)x(t) + sux2) ds
•'5=0

*l(*2' 0=  Í   -r'((l  - S)X(l) + SXl) *»
•'0

*2(*2> 0 = B2{x2)%(X2, t),

*(x2, i) = 2^(x2, /)/3^3/2(x2, /),

^x(x2,t) = ^2(x2,t)^-x^(x2,t),

*2(x2, t) = (3*(*2, t)/lf\

where all fractional powers have their positive values (observe that these

functions are all positive and of class C2 in the given rectangle), and denote

by Nx and N2 the infimum and supremum, respectively, of 4>(x2, /) in this

rectangle.

Finally, we shall hereinafter consider the differential equation (1.3) as being

defined in the interval [c, d\.

3. Asymptotic integration of (13).

3.0. Introduction. Throughout this section we suppose that X > 0, put

/ = ¡i/X, and assume that / is held fixed at a value satisfying ax < t < a2 +

8. Then in order to obtain asymptotic formulae for the eigenvalues and

eigenfunctions of the system (1.1 )—( 1.4), it is essential that we derive estimates

for the solutions of (1.3) in [c, d] for large values of X under the given

restriction on /. Accordingly, it is to this topic that this section is devoted and

the method which we shall employ in achieving our ends will be to approxi-

mate (1.3) by a certain related equation which may be solved explicitly with

the use of Bessel functions (see subsections 3.2-3.3). However, before passing

to these approximations, we shall firstly concern ourselves in subsection 3.1

with introducing certain auxiliary variables which will play an important role
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in the analysis to follow. In subsection 3.4 we derive some results concerning

the zeros of solutions of (1.3).

Notation. (1) Throughout this section we shall write x* for x(t) (see §2).

Observe that c* < x* < 1.

(2) For a any point of [c, d], let u(x2, a) and v(x2, a) denote the solutions

of (1.3) in [c, d] satisfying u(a, a) = 1, u'(a, a) = 0 and v(a, a) = 0, v'(a, a)

= 1, where ' = d/dx2.

(3) For a any complex number, let U(z, a) and V(z, a) denote the

solutions of the equation

y" + zy = 0, ' = d/dz, (3.1)

satisfying U(a,a)= 1, U'(a, a) = 0 and V(a, a) = 0, V'(a, a)=\.

(4) Let T(z), S(z) denote the solutions of (3.1) defined by

T(z)=[k*U(z,0)+ V(z,0)],    S(z) = 31/2[k*«7(z,0)- V(z, 0)],

where k* = r(l/3)/31/3I\2/3).  Observe  that  W(T, S)(z)-2 X 3,/2(c*,

where W denotes the Wronskian.

(5) For z real let

p(z) = (T2(z) + S2(z))l/\   p*(z) = ((T'(z))2 + (S'(z))2)l/\

where ' = d/dz and all fractional powers have their positive values.

(6) Let y(z) and y*(z) be defined for all real values of z by the conditions

that

cos y(z) = T(z)/p(z),    sin y(z) = S(z)/p(z)

and

cos y*(z) = T'(z)/p*(z),   sin y*(z) = 5'(z)/p*(z),

with the indeterminate multiple of 2ir in these definitions being fixed by

choosing y(0) = it/3, y*(0) = - it/3 and requiring that both y(z) and y*(z)

be continuous functions of z.

(7) Let k = (1/2 X 31/2K*y/2.

Finally, for the remainder of this section we shall drop subscripts and write

x for x2, B for 7i2, q for q2, and P for P2 in c < x < </.

3.1. Auxiliary variables. Let r,(x) = (r(x) — r(x*))/(x — x*) if x ¥= x*,

rx(x*) = r'(x*), where ' = d/dx (see §2). It is a simple matter to verify that

rx(x) is of class C2 in [c, d] and that in this interval |r,(x)|, |l/r,(j:)|, KMl,

and |r¡'(.x)| all remain less than some bound independent of x, t, and X.

Writing P(x) for P(x, X, p) in c < x < d, it now follows that

P(x) = XX2(x)(x-x*), (3.2)

where x2(*) ■" ̂ (x)lri(JC)l- Then in order to deal with fractional powers of P

and of other functions that will appear below, let us henceforth agree to the
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following convention: we shall take the argument of a positive quantity to be

zero, take arg e'" (v real) to be v, take the argument of a complex number

which is a product of factors whose arguments have been specified to be the

sum of the arguments of its factors, and lastly, interpret the expression a'

(a ¥= 0), where arg a has been specified and v is real, in accordance with the

rule a" = \a\" exp{/> arg a}. This convention enables us to determine argX,

arg x2(*), and arg(x - x*) for x > x*, and if for x < x* we agree to take

arg(x - x*) to be tt, then it is clear that the expressions

7>'/2(x) = X,/2x(x)(x-x*)1/2

and

w(x)= (X Px/2(s)ds (3.3)
Jx*

are unambiguously defined in [c, d\ Furthermore, it is not difficult to verify

that w(x) may be expressed in the form

w(x) = (2/3)X'/2Xl(x)(x - x*)3/2, (3.4)

where Xi(x) is real positive, and of class C2 in [c, d], and that in this interval

Xi(x),  l/Xi(X)> IxíMI' an<* Ixí'í-*)!- ' = d/dx, all remain less than some
bound, say M, independent of x, t, and X.

Let us next introduce the function z defined by

z(x) = X'/3x2/3(*)(x - x*) (3.5)

for c < x < d. Then it follows from (3.4) that w(x) = (2/3)z3/2(x), and

hence we conclude from (3.3) that

zx/2(x)z'(x) = Px/2(x) (3.6)

for c < x < d, where ' = d/dx. From (3.2) and (3.5)-(3.6) we now have

z'(x)=X'/37i1/2(x)|r1(x)|1/2xr,/3(x),

and hence z'(x) > 0 in [c, d]. Moreover, it is clear that in this inteval

X~x/3z'(x), l/X~x/3z'(x), |z"(*)/z'(*)|, and \{z, x)\ all remain less than some

bound independent of x, t, and X, where {z, x} denotes the Schwarzian

derivative of z with respect to x.

Observe that as x runs from c to d, w(x) traces out a curve in the >v-plane

such that arg w(x) = 3tt/2 in c < x < x*, and as x runs from c to x*, \w(x)\

strictly decreases from a value exceeding 2Xl/2M*/3 (where M# = 8X^2/M

< 1 and 8X is defined in §2) when x = c to zero when x = x*, while in the

interval x* < x < d, arg w(x) = 0, and as x runs from x* to d, \w(x)\ strictly

increases from zero to a value exceeding 2Xl/2M*/3 when x = d. Analogous

results also hold for the path traced out by z(x) as x runs from c to d.
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3.2. Estimates. We are now going to use the results of subsection 3.1 to

derive estimates for the solutions of (1.3) in [c, d). Accordingly, let xx be any

point of [c, d\. Then recalling the definition of v(x, xx) (as well as the other

expressions) given in subsection 3.0, we may argue in a manner similar to that

in [4, pp. 4-5] to verify that v(x, xx) satisfies the integral equation

(z')i/2y(x) = (z'xyi/2V(z, zx) + P V(z, 0(rr1/2e(sM*) *,    (3-7)

c < x < d, where here z = z(x), z, = z(xx), f = z(s), z' = z'(x), z\ = z'(xx),

£' = z'(s), Q(s) = (-q(s) + {z, s}/2), and (z, s) denotes the Schwarzian

derivative of z with respect to s. Assuming henceforth that x2 is any point of

[c, d] satisfying x2 > xx, and that X > (2 X 103/M '*) (hence it follows from

subsection 3.1 that both \w(c)\ and w(d) exceed 103), it is our intention to

utilize (3.7) to arrive at an estimate for v(x2, xx). In order to achieve this end,

it is essential that we obtain approximations for V(z2, zx) (z2 = z(x2)) for the

various positions of z,, z2, and accordingly, we shall now pass to such

approximations.
Let Wj = w(xj), pj = p(zj), and y, = y(zf) for j = \, 2, v = 5/72, and

v^ = 7/72. Then from the formulae

V(z2, zx) = U(zx, 0)V(z2, 0) - V(zx, 0)U(z2, 0),

V'(z2, zx) = U(zx, 0)V'(z2, 0) - V(zx, 0)U'(z2, 0),

from the formulae given in [4, p. 82] expressing U(z, 0), V(z, 0) and their

derivatives in terms of Bessel functions, and from the results given in [10. pp.

199, 202], it is easy to see that:

(1) if \w(x)\ > 1 in xx < x < x2, then

V(z2,zx) = zx '/V,/4[sin WX2{\ + 0(\w\~2)}

+ cos WX2{vwxx - vw2x + 0(|w|_3)}l,

V'(z2,zx) = zr'/4z2/4[cos WX2{\ + 0(\w\~2)}

- sin WX2{vwx ' + v^w2x + 0(|w|"3)}], (3.8)

where WX2 = w2 - wx and \w\ = min(|w,|, \w2\);

(2) if w2 > 1, then

V(z2,zx) = Kp.z^'/^sin W*X2{\ + 0(w22)}

- cos W*X2{vw2x + 0(w2-3)}],

V'(z2,zx) = kPiz^4[cos ^*2{1 + 0(w22)}

- sin W*2{¿w2 ' + O(w2-3)} ], (3.9)
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where W*2 = w2 + yx — tt/4;

(3) iî\wx\ > 1 and arg wx = 3tt/2, then

V(z2,zx) = C(xx)[T(z2){\ - ivwx~x + 0(K|-2)}

+ S(z2){0(\wx\-3)}],

V'(z2,zx) = C(xx)[T'(z2){\ - ivwx~x 4- 0(k|-2))

+ S'(z2){O(\wx\->)}},(3.\0)

where C(xx) = nzx~x/4exp{i(wx + tt/4)} (note that in these equations the

coefficients of S(z2) and S'(z2) are also 0(exp{ -2|w,|})).

Moreover, if w2 > 1, then in (3.10) we may put

kT(z2) = z2-'/4[sin W2 (1 + aw22 + 0(w24)}

- cos W2{vw2x + ßw23 + 0(w25))~\,

k5(z2) = z2-'/4[cos W2{\ + 0(w22)} + sin W2{vw2x + 0(w2-3)}],

kF(z2) = z2/4[cos)^2{l + «V2 + 0(w24))

- sin W2{v^w2x + ßV,-3 + 0(w2-5)}],

kS'(z2)-z]/4[sin W2{\ + 0(w22)} + cos W2{^w2x + 0(w23))^,

(3.11)

where

W2 = w2 + tt/4,    a = px(\/3),   ß - -p2(\/3),

«+=/>, (2/3),    /?+=/>2(2/3),

/>,(*) = -(4*2 - \)(4s2 - 9)/128,   p2(s) = (4s2 - 25)Px(s)/24,

while if |w2| > 1 and arg w2 = 37r/2, then in (3.10) we may put

T(z2) = 2-xCx(x2){l + 0(\w2\-x)},

S(z2) = C2(x2){\ + 0(\w2\-x)},

T'(z2) = 2-1C3(*2){l + 0(K|-')},

S'(z2)=-C4(x2){l + 0(|w2|->)}, (3.12)

where   kÇ(x2)   equals   z2~,/4exp{/((-l)Av2 + tt/4))   for _/' = 1,   2   and

z21/4exp{/((- 1)V2 - 7r/4)} for j = 3, 4. Finally, we remark that in all of the

above formulae (as well as in the formulae to follow) the constant implied in

any one of the O symbols is independent of xx, x2, t, and X.

Let x'x and x'2 (> x'x) denote the points of [c, d] at which \w(x)\ = 1 and
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put Pj = P(Xj) for y =1,2. Then in light of the foregoing results we may now

argue with (3.7) and the Gronwall lemma to show that

v(x2, xx) = Pxxl4P2xl\z\l4zx2l4V(z2, zx) + 0(X-'/2£12)],    (3.13)

and similarly we can show that

v'(x2, xx) = Px'xl4Px2l\zxxl%xl4V'(z2, zx) + 0(X-»/3£I2)],   (3.14)

where 7T12 = exp{Im(w2 — w,)), and it is to be understood that in

(3.13H3.14) we are to replace P/x/4 by (z'f)±x'2 (zj = z'(Xj)) and z/1/4 by 1

when x'x < x¡ < x'2 for y = 1, 2. Analogous results for u and u' can also be

obtained in a similar manner.

3.3. Further developments. Due to future requirements we are now going to

develop further the formulae (3.13)—(3.14). Accordingly, let K be a number

not less than 1 chosen large enough so that the constant implied in any one of

the O symbols appearing in (3.8)—(3.12) and in the formulae for U and U'

analogous to (3.8)-{3.10) does not exceed K. Choose R > \(9K and let a be

an arbitrary, but fixed positive number. Assuming henceforth that X >

max((7?/a)l6/3, (10*(a + R)/M#)4} (in which case it follows from a simple

argument involving (3.3) that w(d) — w(l), \w(c) - w(c*)\, and hence w(d)

and \w(c)\ all exceed Mfi(aX3/x6 + R)), let xx#, xf (> xf) denote the points

of [c, d] at which \w(x)\ = R and x*, x* (> x*) the points of [c, d] at

which \w(x)\ = aX3/X6. Then standard arguments involving the use of

(3.7)—(3.12) and techniques similar to those used in [4, pp. 6-11], [6, Theorem

3.4] show that:

(1) when xx > x* or when x2 < xf,

v(x2,xx) = 7V1/4/Y1/4[sin012{l + 0(|w|-2) + o(X~x/2)}

+ cos6x2{vwxx - vw2x - 0f2 + o(X-'/2)}],

(3.15)

v'(x2, xx) = Px~x/4P2x/4[cos 9X2{1 + 0(X"3/8)}

+ sin012{O(X-3/'6)}],   (3.16)

where v and |w| are as in (3.8),

9X2 = 9(x2,xx),   9*2 = 9*(x2,xx),   9(s2,sx) = f*2 Px'2(s) ds,

and

9*(s2,sx) = 2-' fSl Q(s)P~x/2(s)ds

(see (3.7));
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(2) when xx> x* and x2 > x*,

v(x2,xx) = KPl(z'1)-,/27'2-1/4[sin W*X2{\ + 0(w22) + o(X~x/2)}

- cos W*2{vw2x + 9*(x2, £) + o(X-'/2)}],

(3.17)

where Wx*2 is defined above (see (3.9)) and £ = max{x,, x*};

(3) when x* < xx < x,# and x2 < x*,

tJ(x2,x,) = K27'1-,/4(z2)-,/2z1,/45(z1)

x[T(z2){l + 0(X'/2)} - S(z2)T(zx)/S(zx)]; (3.18)

(4)whenx, < x3* and E*X2 = ic|P,rl/4(z2)~I/2exp{|w,|},

v(x2, xx) = £f2[r(z2){l - ivwxx + i9f2 + 0(|w,|-2) + o(X-'/2)}

+ S(z2){0(exp{-2K|})}]

if x2 < X*,

= £f2[r(z2){l - ivwxx + i9*(x*, xx) + 0(K|-2) + o(X-'/2)}

-S(z2){9*(x2,x*) + \wx\-3 + h(z2)}]

if x2 > X*,

(3.19)

where h(z2) is 0(X"2/3) for x2 < x2*, (x2 - x*)x/20(X~x/2) for x2* < x2 <

xf, and 0(X"29/48) + (x2 - x*)'/2o(X-1/2) forx2 > x4#;

(5) when x, < x3*, x2 > x*, and E}2 = K|7>1|-1/4P2l/4exp{|u'1|},

ü'(x2,x,) = £¿[zf»/*r(22){l - <wf' + /Ö*(x*,x.)

+ 0(\wx\-2) + o(X-x/2)}

-z2x/4S'(z2){9*(x2,x*) + o(X~x/2)}

+ zx2/4T(z2){o(X-y*)} +z2/4S(z2){0(X-'/2)}],    (3.20)

as X -» oo, wiA eac/j of these formulae holding uniformly in xx, x2, and t.

Finally, we remark that further results for v' as well as analogous results for u

and u' can also be obtained in a similar fashion.

3.4. Zeros. Guided by future requirements we are now going to derive some

facts concerning the zeros of u(x2, x,). Accordingly, we first note from [7, pp.

98-99] that the zeros of T(z) and T'(z) all lie on the positive real axis, and if
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we denote these zeros by t„ and t'„, respectively, n > 1, arranged in increasing

order of magnitude, then 0 < t[ < t, < x2 < t2 < . . ., and

2t3/2/3 = (n - \/4)tt + 0(n~x),   2«)3/2/3 = (n - 3/4)tt + 0(n~x)

as n -> oo. It can also be verified that the real zeros of S(z) and S'(z) are all

positive and if we denote these zeros by sn and s'n, respectively, n > 1,

arranged  in  increasing  order  of  magnitude,  then  0 < sx < s\ < s2 < s'2

< . . . , sx < tx < s2 < t2 < . . . , t'x < s'x < t'2 < s'2 < . . . , and

2s3/2/3 = (n - 3/4)77 + 0(n~x),   2(s'nf/2/3 = (n - \/4)tt + 0(n~x)

as n -» oo. By arguing with these results, the definition of y(z), and (3.12), we

may now show that when z runs from — oo to oo, y(z) strictly decreases from

tt/2 to - oo, taking on the value —(n — \)m at z = s„ and -(2m — l)w/2 at

z = t„ for n > 1. Moreover, dy(z)/dz = -(l/«p(z))2. Similarly, we can

show that y*(z) strictly increases from — tt/2 to —tt/3 when z runs from

— oo to 0 and strictly decreases from — w/3 to - oo when z runs from 0 to oo,

taking on the value —n-n at z = s'„ and — (2n — \)tt/2 at z = r'n for n > 1.

We also have dy*(z)/dz = - z/(/cp*(z))2. Since y(z) - y*(z) is never equal

to a multiple of w and y(T,) = - tt/2, —3tt/2 < y*(rx) < - 77/2, it there-

fore follows that 0 < y(z) - y*(z) < m for all real z.

Next let m denote the smallest value of « for which t'„ > R* (= (3R/2)2/3,

where 7? is defined at the beginning of subsection 3.3). Then it follows from

the foregoing results and (3.11) that m > 15 and

p(n - 1/2) < t„ < p(n),   p(n - 1) < r'n < p(n - 1/2)    for« > m,

wherep(s) = (3?7s/2)2/3. Observe also from (3.11) that

z'/4|r(z)| > 1/2/c    inp(n - 1) < z < p(n - 1/2)

and

z-'/4|r(z)| > 1/2k   inp(n - 1/2) < z < p(n) for n > m.

Now put

zot = 0,    z\ = (tí + t,)/2,    z2t„ = «+l+T„)/2,

4.+1 = K+i + T„+i)/2    for« = 1, . . . , (w - 2),

4. = 7>(")    and   4.+ 1 = /K« + I/2)   for" > (« - O-

Then there exists the positive constant ß such that | T(z)\ > ß (resp. | r'(z)| >

ß) in each of the intervals z\n < z < z|n+, (resp. z|n + l < z < z|„+2) for

n = 0, . . . , (m - 2). Note from (3.11) that if f (z) = 1 for 0 < z < p(m - 1)

and Ç(z) = z for z > /j(w — 1), then the absolute values of f x/4(z)T(z),

V/4(z)S(z), f-'/4(z)r(z), and ?"1/4(z)5'(z) in the interval 0 < z < 00 all

remain less than some bound independent of z.
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(a) We shall now employ the above results to deduce some facts concerning the

zeros of v(x2, x,) when x, is held fixed at a value satisfying x, < x* (see

subsection 3.3). Indeed, by arguing with (3.8) and (3.14) for the interval

x, < x2 < x,# and with (3.12), (3.14), and the formula

V'(z2, zx) = K2p,p*sin(Y, - y2*)

for the interval xf < x2 < x* (where p* = p*(zj), y* = y*(zf) for y = 1, 2), it

is easy to see that in [x„ x*], t>(x2, x,) can only vanish when x2 = x, if X is

sufficiently large (that is, if X exceeds a certain fixed positive number which of

course does not depend upon x, or /). Turning to the case where x2 > x*, let

rf denote the largest value of n for which nir < w(d) and x$, n = 0, . . . , 2nt,

the points of [c, d] satisfying z(xj) = z\ (it is not difficult to verify that

n* - m > 104 and x|„t > 1). Then assuming X sufficiently large, we may

argue with (3.10) and (3.13)—(3.14) to verify that t>(x2, x,) vanishes, but

v'(x2, xx) does not vanish, in each of the intervals (x|n_,, xj„), n = 1, . . ., nT,

while in each of the intervals [xf„, x\n+,], n = 0, . . ., (n* — 1), v(x2, xx) =£ 0.

Hence ifX is sufficiently large, if x* < x' < x|„t, and if v(x2, x,) has precisely

k zeros in (xx, x') and vanishes at x2 = x', then x\k+x < x' < x\k+2, z\k+x <

z(x') < z¡k+2, and when k > m- l,(k + l/2)ir < w(x') < (k + \)tt.

(b) We are now going to establish some facts concerning the zeros of v(x2, x,)

when x, is held fixed at a value satisfying xf < x, < x*; and to this end we

shall firstly investigate the behaviour of V(z, z,) and V'(z, z,) in the interval

7= (z|z, < z < oo}. Accordingly, put t0 = — oo and suppose that for some

j > 0 either (i) t, < z, < sJ+x, or (ii) s,+l < zx < rJ+x. Note that for case (i),

- jn < Yi < — 0: ~ l/2)7r, while for case (ii), -(j + 1/2)77 < y, < — jir;

and a simple calculation also shows that the absolute value of YiX-3/'6 in

x3* < x, < x* remains less than some bound independent of x, and X. If we

now express V, V in the form

V(z, zx) = (c2p,p(z)sin(y, - y(z)),

V'(z, zx) = (c2PlP*(z)sin(y1 - y*(z)), (3.21)

and denote by tn, n > 0 (resp. t'n, n > 1), the points of 7 at which y(z) = yx —

rnr (resp. y*(z) = yx - rnr), then it follows that V(z, z,) (resp. V'(z, z,)) has a

simple zero at each of the points /„ (resp. t'„) and vanishes nowhere else in 7,

and that z, = t0 < t'x < tx < t2 < t2 <...,/', > 0, rJ+n < tn < sj+n+x for

n > 0 if Tj < z, < sj+x, and sj+n+x < t„ < Tj+n+x for n > 0 if sJ+x < z, <

tj+x. Since it is clear from the definition of m above that

p(n - 1) < s„ < p(n - 1/2) < r„ < p(n)   for n > m - 15,

it therefore follows that if m' denotes the smallest value of n for which
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t'„ > R* and m* = (wf - minim1", 10}), then

/ + mf > m - 2,       mf < (3 + Ä/77),

p(y + « - 1/2) < /„ < p(y + „ + 1/2)    if Tj < z, < 5,+ 1,

P(j + n) <tn< P(j + n + 1)    if iy-+1 < z, < t7+„

and hence

(« - 3/4)77 < ((2/3)/„3/2 + y, - 77/4) < (n + 3/4)tt   for n > m*.

Since ((m* - 1)t7 - y, + 77/4) > (m - 14)tt > R/2, it follows from (3.9)

and the interlacing of the t„ and t'„ that

p*(n - 1/4) < tn <p*(n + 1/4)   for« > m*,

p*(n - 3/4) < t„< p*(n - 1/4)    for« > m* + 1,

wherep*(s) = [3((s + \/4)tt - y,)/2]2/3. Observe also from (3.9) that

z'/4|F(z, z,)| > kPi/2   inp*(n - 3/4) < z < p*(n - 1/4)

for n > m* + 1

and

z-,/4|F'(z,z,)| > KPl/2   inp*(n - 1/4) < z < p*(n + 1/4) for« > m*.

Lastly, let n* denote the largest value of n for which ((n + 1/2)77 - y,) <

w(d) and x(n*) the point of [c, d] satisfying z(x(n*)) = p*(n* + 1/4) (it is

not difficult to verify that n* — wt > 104 and x(n*) > 1). Then by appealing

to the above properties of y(z) and y*(z), to (3.21), and proceeding in a

manner similar to that in part (a) above, it is not difficult to verify that // X is

sufficiently large, if xx < x' < x(n*), if v(x2, xx) has precisely k zeros in

(xx, x') and vanishes at x2 = x', and if k > m*, then

(k + 3/4)77 < (w(x') + y, - 77/4) < (k + 5/4)tt.

4. Preliminary results. We are now going to use the results of §3 to derive

some estimates for the eigenvalues of the system (1.1)—(1.4). These estimates

will enable us in §5 to establish asymptotic formulae for the eigenvalues and

eigenfunctions of the above system. Accordingly, recall from [6, §2] that by

an eigenvalue of (1.1 )—( 1.4) we mean a pair of numbers, (X*, ft*), such that for

X = X* and ¡i = p*, (1.1) and (1.3) have nontrivial solutions satisfying (1.2)

and (1.4), respectively. If y,(x,, X*, p*) and y2(x2, X*, p*) denote these

solutions, respectively, then the product, II2= i .V,(x,, X*, p*), is called an

eigenfunction of the system (1.1 )—( 1.4) corresponding to (X*, p*). Important

results pertaining to the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of (1.1)—(1.4) were

recorded in the reference just cited, and in particular, it was noted that the

eigenvalues were all real and could be represented in the form (XJk, nJik),j,

k = 0, 1, 2, . . . , where, with r>, (/ = 1, 2) denoting the solution of (1.2/ — 1)
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satisfying <¿>,(0, X, p) = sin a¡, <#(0, X, p) = eos a¡, <t>x(xx, XJk, [iJk) has precisely

j zeros in 0 < x, < 1 and <f>2(x2, XJk, njk) has precisely k zeros in 0 < x2 < 1.

Notation. (1) Let

Ai(0=f   (^iC^i) _ tBi(x\))l/2 dxi    for - oo < í < ¿>„
•'o

MO = f   (-^2(^2) + tB2(x2))l/2 dx2    fora2 < / < 00
•A)

(see §2 for terminology used here and below; also throughout this section we

assume that fractional powers of positive quantities have their positive

values).

(2) Let g(t) = h2(t)/hx(t) for a2 < t < bx, g(bx) = h2(bx)/hx(bx) if h(bx) *

0, and g(bx) = 00 otherwise. We remark that besides the properties of g listed

in [6, Subsection 3.0], we also have, as a consequence of the conditions

imposed in this paper upon A2 and B2, the further properties that g'(t) exists

and is continuous and positive in a2 < t < bx (here and below ' = d/dt).

(3) Let tx = a2 + 8/2 and t2 be any number satisfying /, < t2 < bx.

(4) Let 9X* = tan" xg(a2) and 0, = tan" xg(t¡) for / = 1,2, where the principal

branch of the inverse tangent is taken (observe that 0 < 9* < 9X < 92 <

tt/2).
(5) Let ß and ß, denote the sectors in the (x, y)-plane defined by the

inequalities 9X < 9 < 92 and 0 < 9 < 9X, respectively, where 9 denotes the

angle which a ray emanating from the origin makes with the positive x-axis.

(6) Let

H(t)=C (-A2(x2) + tB2(x2)f/2dx2,
Jx(t)

G(t) = H(t)/hx(t)   fora, < t < a2 + 8.

It is clear that in this interval G(t) is strictly increasing, G(ax) = 0, G(a2) =

g(a2), and since H(t) = (2/3)(l - x(/))3/2^(l, /), we also see that G(t) is of

class C1 in [ax, a2 + 8] and of class C2 in (ax, a2 + 8]. Furthermore, it is

readily verified that G'(t) > 0 in (ax, a2 + 8] and G'(a2) = g'(a2).

(1) Let Gx(t) = (3G(/)/2)2/3 for ax < t < a2 + 8. Observe that in this

interval Gx(t) is of class C2, G[(t) > 0, and Gx(ax) = 0.

(8) Put

a = g'(a2) = G'(a2),   a* = 2(G{(ax)f2/3,

b=[\ + a(g(tx) - g(a2))~l + (a + a*)/g(a2)]\

and let ßf, 1 < / < 5, denote that subset of ß, which is composed of points
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(x, y) for which x > b and:

(tan 0f + ax~5/x2) < y/x < tan 0,    if / = 1,

|tan 0f - y/x\ < ax~5/x2   if / = 2,

(tan 9X* - ax"1/6) < y/x < (tan 9* - ax"5/12)   if / - 3,

a*x~s/% < y/x < (tan 0* - ax"1/6)   if / = 4,

and lastly, 0 < y/x < a*x"5/8 if / = 5.

The sectors ß and ß, defined above are precisely the sectors introduced in

§ 1 ; and as stated there, asymptotic formulae were derived in [6] for Xjk and

HJk as j -^ oo, (j, k) E ß. To derive corresponding formulae for ß, (under the

conditions assumed in this paper), it is essential that we first obtain estimates

for Xjk, njk for (j, k) in this sector. Accordingly, we observe from [6,

Equation (4.2)] that we already have some information at our disposal, for we

know that there exist the positive numbers A/,, A72 such that

Mf < \k/j2 < M2 (4.1)

when (j, k) E üx and j is sufficiently large. Putting T\jk = \ijk/XJk, we may

argue precisely as we did in [8, Lemma 1] to show also that

Lemma 4.1. Ifj is sufficiently large, then ax < îi,0 < tj, , < • • • < rjJk, < a2

+ 8, where k* = k*(j) denotes the greatest integer less thanj tan 9X.

We now come to our main result, namely,

Theorem 4.1. Ifj is sufficiently large, then

(a2 + 2-!r5/12) < %* < (*2 + *) if a *) g Q?.

to* - «j < v~5/n if(j,k)&üt,

(a2 - 27-/6) < Vj.k < (a2 - 2-!/-Vi2)    ¡f(j, k) € Q*,

(ax + 2~xj-^x2) < %k < (a2 - 2-Î/-/6)   ,y(y, k) e qj,

a/i¿/

«i < %t < («. + 2/-5/12) «y c/, *) G fi5*-

Proof. We shall only prove the theorem for the case a, = 0, /?, = 77 for

/ = 1, 2; the other cases can be similarly treated. Moreover, we shall hence-

forth suppose that (j, k) E ß, and that j > [b + 28 ~x + 4(a2 - ax)~xf and

is large enough to ensure the validity of (4.1) and the assertion of Lemma 4.1.

Also, in this proof we shall frequently introduce the order symbol O in

relation to functions which depend upon some or all of the variables x2,j, k;

and it is to be understood that in each case the constant implied in the O

symbol is independent of any of these variables.
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We are now going to employ the results of §3 to obtain estimates for k/j

for various values of tj, t, and the assertion of the theorem will follow from

these estimates. Accordingly, in that section let us now take X = Xjk and

t = T)Jk. Observe from (3.2)-(3.3) that (here and below we use the notation of

§§2 and 3)

T'(x) = X7i(x)(/ - r(x)) = X(x - x*)%(x, t),

w(x) = f* Px/2(s) ds = (2/3)X'/2(x - x*)3/2¥(x, /), (4.2)

for c < x < d, where x* = x(t) and Px/2, (x - x*)3/2 are to be interpreted

according to the convention given in the statements preceding (3.3). Then

with ß a constant satisfying 1 /2 < ß < 2 and putting

e, = M,N, (4.3)

for / = 1, 2 (see §2), let us firstly suppose that r)jk > r+ = a2 + ßj~5/l2. For

this case it is clear from (4.1)-{4.2) that

w(0) > (2/3)X'/2(-x(/+))VV(0, /+)

> Mxj(S - a2f\o, it) > exj3/*/4,

and hence it follows from (3.15)—(3.16), (4.1)-(4.2) that asy'-» oo (throughout

this proof this limit symbol is to be interpreted as: when j exceeds a certain

fixed positive number and 7]Jk satisfies the given supposition),

<¡>2(X2) =  P-1/\0)P-X/4(X2)

x[sin0(x2,O){l + 0{j-^4)} +cos0(x2,O){O(r3/8)}],

<i,'2(x2) = 7'-1/4(0)7"/4(x2)

x[cos0(x2,O){l + 0(j-^4)} +sin0(x2,O){O(y-3/8)}],

for 0 < x2 < 1, where here (and in the sequel) ^(x-^ = <j>2(x2, XJk, Lijk) and

all other expressions are defined in §3. A standard argument now shows that

asy -> oo,

•'0

while from Lemma 4.1 and [6, Theorem 3.4] we also have

/" Px/2(xx, \k, pM) dxx= (j + 1),7 + 0(j~x), (4.4)

and thus in light of (4.1H4.2), it follows that g(y\jk) = k/j + OO'"1)- Since
g(rjJk) > g(t^), we therefore conclude that there exists the positive integer j\
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such that k/j > (g(a2) + 2~xaßj~5/x2) when tj,* > (a2 + ßj~5/x2) and j >

jy

Suppose next that \t)jk — a2\ < ßj~5/x2. Then as above we can show that

|w(0)| < 4é?2//8 and hence it follows from (3.17), (4.1)-(4.2) that

0 = <,2(l) = Kp0(z'(0))"1/27>-'/4(0)

x[sin Wx*2{\ + 0{j-x)} +cos r*72{0(y~')}]    asy^oo,

where now Wf2 = (w(l) + y0 - 77/4), p0 = p(z(0)), and y0 = y(z(0)) (see §3

for terminology). From the results given in part (b) of subsection 3.4 it is a

simple matter to deduce that

w(l) = ((k + 1)77 - y0 + 77/4 + OO'"1))   asy-*«>,

and thus in light of (4.1)-(4.2), the bound for y0 given in the statements

preceding (3.21), and (4.4), we conclude that

w(\) = X,:/277(t,,,,) - (* + 1)77(1 + 0(y"5/8)}

and

G(tjm) = */;'+O (r5/8)

as y -» 00. Hence it follows that there exists the positive integer j2 such that

\g(a2)-k/j\<2aßj-^x2

when \a2 - tjm| < ßj~5/X2 andy > j2.

Consider now the case where

(a2-ßJ-]/6)<lj,k<(a2-ßJ-5/l2)-

Then for this case we may show that

e,y3/8/4 < |w(0)| < 4e2y3/4,    arg h-(0) = 3t7/2,

and hence it follows from (3.11), (3.19), and (4.1)-(4.2) that

0 = <f>2(l) = |7>(0)r1/47>-1/4(l)elw(0)l

x[sin WX{1 + 0(y"3/8)} +cos Wx{0(j-x)}j

as y' ̂ > 00, where Wx = w(l) + 77/4. From the results given in part (a) of

subsection 3.4, it is now easy to see that asy -» 00,

w(l) = A,:¿277(tjm) - (Jk + 3/4)tt + 0(y"'),

and hence (see (4.4))

G(r,M) = k/j+0(j-1).

We therefore conclude that there exists the positive integery3 such that

2-y-5/12 <(g(a2) - k/j)/aß < 2y-'/«
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whenever tj,â satisfies the restrictions given above andy > y3.

Turning to the case where

(a,-Mr5/12)<T,,,, <(a2-/r1/6),

we may show that here

|w(0)| > e,y'3/4/4,   arg w(0) = 3tt/2,   and   w(l) > <?,y3/8/4.

By arguing as in the previous case it is readily verified that G(f]Jk) = k/j +

0(j~x) as y —» oo, and hence it follows that there exists the positive integer y4

such that

2-^3/2,-5/8 < k/j < (g(ö2) _ 2-xaßj-x/6)

whenever tj, ¿ satisfies the above bounds andy" > y"4.

Finally, suppose that

Vj,k < («, + ßj-5/12).

Then it is not difficult to verify that

w(l) < 4e2j3'\    \w(0)\ > ex(2~x(a2 - ax)f/2j,   arg w(0) = 3t7/2,

and hence it follows from (3.19), (4.1)-(4.2) that asy -*■ oo,

0 = <¡>2(\) = K\P(0)\-x/4(z'(\))~1/2e\wm

X[7(z(l)){l + 0(y-')} + S(z(l)){0(y-)}].

From the results of subsection 3.4 (see in particular part (a)) it now follows

that asy -» oo,

z(l) = X^3(377(tjm)/2)2/3= rk+x + 0(y-'),

and hence

0,(Tj,,,) = T, + 1(y77)-2/3+0(y-1).

Thus we conclude that there exists the positive integery5 such that

2T3/+2,/3y,7 < 2a*j83/2y-V8

when i\jk < (ax + ßj~5/x2) andy > y5.

By taking ß = 5 in the above calculations and assuming thaty > max{y',},

/ = 1, . . ., 5, we see that

k/j <(g(a2) + ay"5/'2)   whenever |tjm - a2\ < 2-xj~^X2,

k/j<{g(a2)-aj-W/4)

whenever (a, + 2"V"5/12) < %k <(a2 - 2-y-5/12),

and in light of the definition of ß* and the results given in subsection 3.4

concerning the zeros of T(z), we also see that there exists the positive number
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y0 such that (k + \)/j < a*j~5/& whenever tj,.* < (ax + 2"y'"5/12), (j, k) E

ßf, andy > y0. The assertion of the theorem concerning the values of tj,* for

(j, k) E ßf follows immediately from these results and we may argue in the

same way with each of the sets ßf, / = 2, . . . , 5, to complete the proof of the

theorem.

5. Asymptotic formulae.

5.0. Introduction. We are now going to employ the foregoing results to

derive asymptotic formulae for the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of the

system (1.1)—(1.4) for (j, k) E ß, (see subsections 5.1-5.5). Accordingly, in

this section we will suppose that (j, k) E U/=ißf and that y is large enough

to ensure that (4.1) and the assertions of Lemma 4.1 and Theorem 4.1 are

valid. Furthermore, it will always be assumed henceforth that fractional

powers of positive quantities have their positive values. Finally, in the sequel

careful attention must be paid to the notation given in §§2, 4, and subsection

3.0.

Notation. (1) Let x, (' = 1, 2) denote the solution of (1.2/ - 1) satisfying

X(l, X, p) = sin /?„ xj(l, X, p) = cos /?„ and put

2

<#*(*i. x2) = n Xi(xt, a,,*, p,,*)'
(=1

2

<fjyt(*i> x2) = II </>,(*i, \k> My,*)
7=1

(see §4). Also let

/ \'/2

||F|| = ySS A(x„ x2)|F(x„ x2)|2 dxx dx2j

for any function F that is square-integrable in 72.

(2) For ax < t < a2 + 8, 0 < |, < x, < 1, c < £2 < x2 < 1, and 0 < w, <

77, / = 1, 2, let

Xx(xx,£x,t)=fx'Px/2(sx,l,t)dsx,

^2(^2. fe 0 = fX2 (U - r(s2)\B2(s2))i/2 ds2,

Xf (x„ t) = /"' Bx(sx)Px~x/2(sx, 1, i) dsx,

X; (x2, i) -/' B2(s2)(\s2 - x(t)\%(s2, t))~i/2 ds2,
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X¡(xx,ux,t) = Px~xf2(xx, 1,/)

X [cot w, + P[(xx, 1, /)/47>, (x„ 1, t)],       ' = d/dxx,

X¡(x2, u2, t) = [cot u2 + $',(x2, r)/2$,(x2, t)],       ' = d/dx2,

ß,(x„ i) = qx(xx) + P¡/4(xx, 1, t)[d2Px-x/4(xx, 1, t)/dx2],

Q2(x2, t) = q2(x2) + 4>¡/2(x2, t)[d2^x-x/\x2, t)/dx2],

xx* (x„ e„ o = -2- ' f" e, (sx, t)px-x/l (sx, i, o dsx,

X2* (x2, fe, 0 = -2-x(Xl Q2(s2, t)(\s2 - x(t)\%(s2, t))~i/2 ds2,

cf(t) - X¡(0, o„ i) - X/ (1, j8„ 0 + X* (1, 0, r)      if a, *= 0 and ßx * tt,

= X¡ (0, o„ 0 + Xx# (1, 0, /)   if a, # 0 and /?, = 77,

-Xl(\,ßx,t) + Xx*(l, 0, i)   if a, =0andyS, * «r,

= *,#(1,0, /)   if a, = 0and/J, = 77.

c2*(x2,0= -l{l2(t-ax)3^(\,t))~X

-Xi(l,ß2,t)(B2(l)(t-ax)yl/2 +X*(l,x2,t)   ifß2¥=TT,

= 5(72(t - ax)3/2$(l, 0)"' + *2# (1- *2, 0   if ßi = T.

17 (je,,/) = (ctW/kútyXtiLXfit)   for/= 1,2,

(see §4 for the definition of «,),

K,t(x„ f) - - Yî (x„ r) - *,+ (l, ßx, t) + X* (1, x„ /)   if ßx * TT,

= yf(x„o-^,#(i,^„0 ifjs,-*,

K2t(x2) f) - + r2* (x2, 0 ± c2*(x2, r),    y # (x2, t) = +5/72$(x2, /),

where the upper signs are taken if ß2 ¥= tt and the

lower signs if ß2 = tt,

Yx(xx,j,k) = NrkxYl(xx,VM)

and

where

Z, (x„y, k) = NJJCX¡(1, x¡, i)Jk)   for / = 1,2,

Nj,k -(/+ "i)f/MlM)'

»>, = 0 if a, ^ 0 and /?, =£ 77, v¡ = ¿ if a, ^= 0 and /?, = 77 or if a, = 0 and

ßi ¥= tt, v¡ =1 if a, = 0 and /?, = 77, and lastly, when x2 > x(j]Jk) we shall
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also put

Y2(x2,j, k) = NjJx[{^k - r(x2)Yy2Y* (x2, t,,.*) + yt(x2, tt,,*)].

(3) For ax < t < a2 + 8, 0 < x, < 1, and e < x2 < 1, let

4(0 = -7/72$(0, /)   and   c¡2(t) = X¡(0, a2, t)/B¡/2(0)

if a2 ^ 0,

c¡x(t) = 5/72$(0, t)   and   c|2(/) = 0   if a2 = 0,

_yf(x„/) = <:*(/)*, (x,,0,r),

yi(x* 0 = C*(t)\r(x2) - t\3^(x2, t),

where C*(t) = cf(/)/A,(r),

y\(xx, t) = -yf (x„ /) + X/(0, a„ /) + X* (x„ 0, /)    if a, * 0,

= ^*(x„/)-^(x.,0,/)    ifa,=0,

yt(xtJ, k) = iv},*W(*i> tj,.*),

Z* (x\,j, k) = NJkXx (x„ 0, tj,.*),

y*(x2,i)= -5/72$(x2,r),

V*  =   1/4      if ß2 ^77, ?*  = 3/4     if ß2 = 77,

and lastly, when x2 < x(tj, *) we shall also put

Z2* (x2,y, k) = NjkX2 (x(tj,-*), x2, tj,.*)

= A^,*(r(x2)-T?,*)3/2$(x2,T,,,*).

Finally, we remark that the notation given in part (3) above will only be

utilized in subsections 5.3-5.5.

5.1. Formulae in ßf. In this subsection we suppose that (j, k) E ßf (see

Theorem 4.1). Then it follows from the definitions of ß* and g(t) given in §4

that

(g(a2) + 2-|ay-5/'2) < (* + v2)/ (j + »,) < g(a2 + 8)

when y is sufficiently large. Hence assuming y large, we shall denote by tjk the

solution of the equation g(t) = (k 4- v2)/(j + vx); and it is easy to see that

(a2 + 4-lj-W)<tjk<(a2 + 8).

For a2 < t < a2 + 8, let

c2*,(0 = 7/72*(0, t)    and   c2*2(/) = *+(0, a2, t)/B¡/2(0)   if a2 * 0,

c*i(0-5/72*(0,0   and   c22(0 = °   if «2 = 0-

c2*3(/) = c2*(0,/),    d*(t) = L(t)X*(0,t)
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and

d?(t) = tdf (t) + (- 1)'-'L(0«,(0   for i - 1,2

(where L(t) = \/h\(t)g'(t)),

cl(t) = ct(t)d2*(t),   dx(t) = ct(t)d¡(t),

c2m(0 » c¿W0«? (0,   d2m (t) = c2*m(/)4 (0   for m = 1, 2, 3,

c(/) = c,(/) + c23(/),   </(/) = </, (i) + ¿23(i),

and

D(t) = // A(x„ x2)(|x2 - x(t)\Px (x„ 1, /)*2(x2, t))~i/2 dxx dx2.

i2

For 0 < x, < 1, / = 1, 2, let us define the expressions Em (= Em(xx, x2,j, k)),

am,a*,m = 1, . . . , 4, by putting:

Ex = 1,   E2 = y2(x2,y, k),   E3 = Yx (x„y, k),   E4 = 0,

a, = 1,    af = 0,    and   am = 0,

a* = 1    for m ^ 1 if /?, =£ tt for / = 1, 2; (1)

7Í, = y2(x2,y, k),   E2 = 1,   £3 = 0,   E4 = r, (x„y, k),

°2 = 1>   o* = °>   and   am = 0,

a* = 1    for m ^ 2 if ßx 7¿ 77 and /32 = 77; (2)

Ti] = y, (x„y, fc),    £2 = 0,    E3 = 1,    7i4 = y2(x2,y, /V),

a3 =1,   0^ = 0,   and   am = 0,

a* = 1    for m ^ 3 if /3, = 77 and /32 ̂  77; (3)

Ex =0,    7i2 = Y(xx,j, k),    E3 = y2(x2,y, k),    E4 = 1,

a4 =1,   0* = 0,   and   om = 0,

a * = 1    for m ^ 4 if ß = 77 for / = 1, 2. (4)

Then putting DjJc = D(i}Jk) and ^,*(x„ x2) = tftk(xx, x2)/||^î*||, we have

Theorem 5.1. It is the case that

\k = Mj%[\ + M,,*2((/,* - a2y3/2c2x(tM)

+ Uj,k - a2)~l/2c22(tM) + c(/,.*))o(y-2)],

\h* - V&l'j* + M/i2(('M - «2)"3/2^2.(^)

+ ('¿* - a2r1/2¿22({/,*) + d{tjtk)) + 0(y-2)],
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1 — 1/4

«*(*!• *a) = 2DjJcl/2[(-njjc - »-(jcj))^^,, \,\k)B2(x2)\

2

II cos Z, (x„y, k){Ex (x„ x2,y, k)
i = i

+ cos Z, (x„y, /c)sin Z2 (x2,y, k)

X {E2(xx,x2,j,k) + a20(y-3/4) + a2*0(y-')}

+ sin Z, (x„y, k) cos Z2 (x2,y, k)

X {E3(xx, x2,y, Ac) + a30(y-3/4) + a3*o(y-')}

2

+ II  sin Zi(xi,j,k){E4(xx,x2,j,k)

+ a40(y-3/4) + a4*0(y-)}

(5.1)

as j -» oo, (y, *) e ßf» w/iere AT,-* = (y + vx)Tr/hx(tjk). This last result holds

uniformly for 0 < x, < 1, / = 1, 2.

Proof. We shall only prove the theorem for the case a, = 0, /3, = 77 for

/ = 1, 2; the other cases can be similarly treated. Then we know from the

proof of Theorem 4.1 that when y is sufficiently large (3.15)—(3.16) apply in

full force, and consequently, by arguing with these equations as we did in the

proof just cited, it is easy to see that asy -» 00,

h\L2h2{\k) - (* + 1> + V,1/2C(tj,,*) + o(j~x), (5.2)

where

C(t) = (t-a2y3/2c2*x(t) + c2*3(t),

while from [6, Theorem 3.4] we also have

Kl\{T)j,k) = (J + I)* + J&^fiifc*) + o(j-x), (5.3)
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and hence

g(T,,,*) = (Â;+l)/(y-r-l)4-0(y-"/8).

From this last result and (5.3) it follows that

Vj,k = tj,k + 0(j-xx/8)   and   X,i* = M72*(l + 0(y-11/8))    asy-oo.

Substituting these expressions for X, * and tj, * in (5.2)-(5.3), we obtain

g(%k) = (k+ 1)/ (y +\) + Cx (/,,*)/ ((j + 1)tt)2 + 0(y-2),

where

Cx(t) = C(t)hx(t)-cf (t)h2(t),

and hence

%k = ij.k + Cx (/,,*)/ ((j + l)77)2g'(^) + o(j-2)

asy'-»oo. The assertion of the theorem concerning X* and ¡ijk follows

immediately from this result, (5.3), and the relation d*(t)h2(t) + d^(t)hx(t) =

2.
From (5.3) and (3.15) it is easy to see that

X2(*2> \-,*» Hk) " KiU> *WI/4(*2. 1. \k)

X[sin Z2(x2,y, k){\ + O(y'"3/4)}

+ cos Z2(x2,y, k){ Y2(x2,j, k) + o(j-x)}]    (5.4)

asy -» oo, uniformly in 0 < x2 < 1, where

K,(j, k) = l/Ar.*7V/4(l, 1, \k)   for   / = 1, 2,

while by arguing in a manner similar to that in [6, Theorem 3.4] we can also

verify that

Xi(*i> hk> ffc*) = K\ U> k)Pi~l/4(xu 1, tj,,*)

x[sinZ,(x„y,A;){l + o(j~x)}

+ cos Z, (x„y, k){ Yx (x„y, k) + o(y-')} ]   (5.5)

asy -* oo, uniformly in 0 < x, < 1. A simple argument now shows that

IH&ir« = ll/D/f ñ  *i(/.*)){l + 0(y-V4)}

as y —> oo, and hence the assertion of our theorem concerning \pJyk follows

immediately.
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5.2. Formulae in ßf. In this subsection we suppose that (j, k) E ß* (see

Theorem 4.1) and for c < x2 < d, r(d) < / < r(c), and s > 0, let

J, = r, (x2, s, t) = sx/3(t - r(x2))H>2(x2, t),

Î2 = fc(** *. 0 = ((* + ".)^/^.(0)2/3(i - r(x2))^>2(x2, t),

R(x2,s,t) = Kp*(f2),

/,. (x2, s, t) = y(fi )    and   7* (x2, i, r) = y*(£ )    for / = 1, 2,

where all terms are defined in §§2 and 3.

Let /3+ = 4[3TrN2/hx((bx + a2)/2)]2/3, where N2 is defined in §2. Then we

observe from the properties of y(z), y*(z) given in subsection 3.4 and from

(3.11)—(3.12) that there exists a positive constant ß such that both |y(z)| and

|y*(z)| do not exceed ßj3/s when \z\ < /S'y'1/4. Furthermore, it is clear from

the definitions of ß* and G(t) given in §4 that there exists the positive integer

y'{ such that when y > j\,

G((ax + fl2)/2) < /_ (j, k) < f+ (j, k) <G(a2 + 38/4)

and

|/±(y,A:)-a2|<4y-5/i2j

where

f± (j, k) = ((k + v2)tt ± (ßj3/* + tt/4))/ (j + vx)tt

and G(t±(j, k)) =/±(y, k)- Hence if we assume that j > j\ and, for / =

1, . . . , 6, define t¡(j, k) recursively by means of the formulae

G(t,(j, k)) = {(k + vJtt + F^U, k))/ (j + vx)tt,

where F0(j, k) = 0 and for / > 1, F,(J, k) equals -(yf(0,y, t,(j, k)) + tt/4) if

a2 ¥= 0 and ~(J2(0,j, t¡(j, k)) - tt/4) if a2 = 0, then it is readily verified that

each t,(j, k) exists,

G((ax + a2)/2) < G(t,(J, k)) <G(a2 + 38/4),

and

|/,(y,A;)-a2|<4y-5/'2.

Next put

F(j, k) = ((y + Vx)TT/hx(t6)y2/3X¡(0, «2, /6)/*,(0, /6)*2(0,y, t6)

if a2 # 0,

= 0   if a2 = 0,

where t6 = t6(j, k). Then it is clear from (3.11H312) that F(j,k) =

0(j~2/3) asy'^ oo, and hence it follows that there exists the integery, > j\
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such that when y > jx,

G((ax + a2)/2) < fl (j, k) < f\ (j, k) <G(a2 + 38/4)

and

|d(y, k)-a2\<4j-yx\

where

fl (j, k) = f± (j, k) ± \F(j, k)\/ (j + vx)tt   and    G(4 (j, k)) = f\ (j, k

Assuming henceforth thaty" > y, and putting

f(j, k) = ((k + v2)tt + F6(j, k) + F(j, k))/ (j + vx)tt,

it now follows that

G((ax + a2)/2) < f(j, k) <G(a2 + 38/4)

and

|/7(y, Â:) - fl2| < 4y-5/i2

(where G(t-,(j, k)) = f(j, k)), while if we define F7(j, k) to be that quantity

which is obtained by putting /,(y", k) = /7(y, k) in the above formula for F¡

and let

f*(j, k) = ((k + v2)tt + Fn(j, k) + F(j, k))/ (j + vx)tt,

then

G((ax + a2)/2) < f*(j, k) <G(a2 + 3tt/4).

Finally, we shall denote by t*k the solution of the equation G(t) = f*(j, k);

observe that |rj** — a2\ < 4j~5/x2.

Referring to the notation given at the beginning of this and subsection 5.0,

respectively, let

c2*,(/) = c2*(x(/),0,

d* (t) = L(t)Xf (0, t),

dt(t) = L(t)Xt{x(t),t),

d}(t) = td* (t) + L(t)hx(t),   4(0 = td*2 (t) - L(t)H(t)

(where L(t) = l/h2x(t)G'(t)),

c(t) = c*(t)d;(t) + c2*x(t)dt(t),

and

d(t) = cf (t)d¡ (t) + c;x(t)d¡ (t).

Putting

AM = *2t(0, «2, tj,,*)/Í>,(0, Tj7.,*)7î2(0,y, Vj,k),
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we shall also let

Jj,k = J* (0,y, %k\

aM " ~Aj,k cos 7,.*, and   6,.* = AJk sin 7,*    if a2 ^ 0,

"ít» = h (0>.Á tj,,*) - w   and   ajk = è,,* = 0   if a2 = 0,

Ç(x2,j,k) = f2(x2,y, tj,,*),

7},*(x2) = r(f (x2,y, A:)),    S,,t (x2) - S{$(x2,y, Ac)),

and

D,{j, k) = A^1/3// A(x„ x2)£'(x2J, k)W,{x»j, k)
i2

XT',",/2(x„ 1, rj,,*)a>r2(^2> ty,*) ¿*> dx2,

for / = 1, 2, where 71 and 5 are defined in §3, ' = d/dx2, Wx(x2,j, k) =

W\x2,j, k),

W2(x2,j, k) = W(x2,j, k)(ahkT]tk(x2) - bMSJJc(x2)),

and

W(x2,j, k) = (7},*(x2) sin/,,* - ,S,.*(x2)cosy,.*).

It is easy to see from (3.11)—(3.12) and [4, p. 86] that Dx(j, k), \/Dx(j, k), and

\D2(j,k)\ all remain less than some positive number independent of y and k

for all largey.

Lastly, for largey we shall put

BM = Nrk2/3Dx-x(j,k)D2(j,k),

B*k = JV,;2/3 («m - Dx- ' (y, k)D2 (j, fc)sin 7,* ),

Bj\k = Nj*2n {bj,k - Df ' (j, k)D2 (j, k)cos /,* ),

and for 0 < x, < 1, x(tj,*) < x2 < 1, define the expressions Em (= Em(xx,

x2,j, k)), am, a*, E* (= E*(xx,j, k)), E¡, (= El(xx,j, k)), em, and e*, m =

1, . . . , 4, by putting:

Ex = 1 - BjM,    E2 = y2(x2,y, A:),    E3 = Yx (x„y, k),   E4 = 0,

0, = 1,    of = 0,    and   am = 0,

a * = 1    for m ^ \ if ß ^ m for / = 1, 2; (1)

£, = Y^x^J, *),    £j - 1 - %,    £3 = 0,    E4 = y, (x„y, A:),

a2 =1,    a* = 0,    and   am = 0,

a * = 1    for m ^ 2 if /j, ^ 77 and ß2 = 77; (2)
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E, = y, (x„y, k),   E2 = 0,   E3 = 1 - BM,   E4 = y2(x2,y, k),

a3 =1,   a* = 0,   and   am = 0,

a* = 1    for w 5* 3 if ßx = 77 and /?2 ¥= ir; (3)

Ti, =0,    E2 = y, (x„y, /c),    £3 = y2(x2,y, A:),   £4 = 1 - BJJc,

o4 =1,   a* = 0,   and   am = 0,

a* = 1   for m ^ 4 if /?, = 77 for / = 1, 2; (4)

£f = sin J,.* + Bj%   E\ = -cos /,,* - B]Â,

£3* = y, (x„y, A:)sin 7, *,    £"1 = - Yx (x„y, &)cos 7, *,

E¡ = -E¡= 1,    7ft - -E¡ - y, (x„y, fc),

e, = e2 = e* = e* = 1,   and   ef = e* = e3 = e4 = 0   if ßx =£ tt;    (5)

and

Tif = y, (x„y, k) sin ./,*,    7J* = - y, (x„y, A:)cos JJk,

7i3* = sin Jhk + B*k,   E: = -cos JM - Ti/*,

£t = _ e\ = y, (x„y, fc),   # = - E¡ = 1,

e, = e2 = e* = e* = 0,   and   ef = ef = e3 = e4 = 1    if ßx = 77.     (6)

It is clear from the proof of Theorem 4.1 and (4.2) that if in §3 we take

X = X, *, / = tj, *, and suppose thaty is sufficiently large, then

|w(0)| < 4e2J3/8,    w(l) > ex((a2 - ax)/2)y2j,

where the e, are defined in (4.3). Assumingy large, we shall now denote by £, *

the point of [c, d] at which r(x2) = tj,* - (4e2/ex)2/3j~5/x2; and by arguing

with (4.2) it is not difficult to verify that

w(x2) > 4e2j3'%   ioxx2>ijM

(from which it follows that £, * > 0) and that

Iw(x2)| < 4ex xe\j3'*   for 0 < x2 < £,*.

Then putting

and

we have

D*k = Dx (j, k),   DM = 2K2D*k,

*hAxi> x2) = 4>Mxv xiWmM*
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Theorem 5.2. It is the case that

\k = M2k[\ + Mrk2c(t*k) + o(j-2)],

hk = M¿2[& + MfM&) + "0'% (5-6)

«//,-,* (x„ x2) is given  by  (5.1) for 0 < x, < 1, ¿,* < x2 < 1, provided that

throughout (5.1) we replace the expression 0(j~3^4) by o(j~2^3),

tj,k(xux2) = E(xx,x2,j,k)

x[cos Z,(x„y, k)TJ¡k(x2){E* (x„y, k) + exo(j~2/3) + £fo(y-')}

+ cos Z, (x„y, k)Sjtk(x2){Et (x„y, A:) + e2o(y-2/3) + e2*o(y-')}

+ ûnZx(xx,j,k)TJ,k(x2){E3*(xxJ,k) + e3o(y-2/3) + e^O'"1)}

+ sinZ,(x„y, Ac)S,.*(x2){7s*(x„y, Ac) + e4o(y-2/3) + e^y'-1)}]

for 0 < x, < 1, max{0, x(tj,,*)} < x2 < £,,*,

^j,k(x\' xz) = E(xx,x2,j,k)

X [cos Z, (x„y, Ac) 7}*(x2)sin JJk

X [E}(xx,j,k) + e,0(y-'/2) + efo(j-1)}

+ cos Z, (x„y, k)SJk (x2)cos Jjk

X [E¡(xx,j, k) + e2o(j~x/2) + e2*0(y-')}

+ sin Z, (x„y, Ac) 7; * (x2)sin Jjk

X [E¡(xx,j, k) + e3o(j-x/2) + efo(j-1))

-f-sin Z, (x„y, Ac)S,,* (x2)cos JJk

X [E¡(xx,j, k) + e4o(j~x/2) + E*o(j-x)}]

for 0 < x, < 1, 0 < x2 < x(tt,,*) if x(%k) > 0,    (5.7)

asj -h> oo, (j, k) E ßf, where MJM = (y + vx)Tr/hx(t?k) and

(-\)k + xE(xx,x2,j,k)

= A#6 (2/D*k)l/2Px- '/4 (x„ 1, Tjy,*)$r '/2(x2, t,,,*).     (5.8)

These results for >^,*(X|, x2) hold uniformly in xx and x2.

Remark. Before proving the theorem, let us make the following clari-

fications. By arguing as we did in the proof of Theorem 4.1, it is easily seen

that x(tj,*) > 0 for at least one (but not all) Ac when y is sufficiently large.
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(5.7) is, of course, only intended to apply to that subset of ß* composed of

points (j, Ac) for which y exceeds a certain fixed positive number and x(tj, *) >

0. Writing f for $(x2,j,k), tj for tj,* and x* for x(tj), observe also that

f = W/Al - r(x2))^2(x2, tj), while from (4.2) we have (tj - /-(x^) = (x2 -

x*)^,(x2, tj). These equations together with the convention described in the

statements preceding (3.3) determine (2/3)f3/2. By taking z2 = f and vv2 =

(2/3)f3/2 in (3.11)—(3.12), the behaviour of TJk and SJk may be ascertained.

In particular, it is important to observe in (5.7) that the absolute value of

Sj*(x2)cos Jj:* remains less than some bound independent of x2,y, and Ac. This

observation follows immediately from the definitions of the terms involved.

Proof. We shall only prove the theorem for the case a, = 0, /3, = 77 for

/ = 1, 2; the other cases can be similarly treated. Then from the discussion

immediately preceding this theorem it is clear that (3.17) applies in full force,

and by arguing as we did in the proof of Thoerem 4.1 it may readily be

verified that

K(2H(%k) = (k+ 1)tt + c*(X,,*, t,,,*) + Xrkx/2c*2x(%k) + o(j-x)    (5.9)

as y -» 00, where c*(s, t) = - 7,(0, s, t) + tt/4 (see the beginning of this

subsection). Thus in light of (5.3) and the arguments given in the proof of

Theorem 4.1, we therefore conclude that

G(tj,,*) = ((Ac + 1)/ (y + 1)) + 0(y-V8)    asy -* 00.

From this result and (5.3) it now follows that asy -» 00,

Vj,k -h+ 0(j-V%   X,,* = ((y + \)TT/hx(tx))2{\ + 0(y-V8)}

(where /, = tx(j,k)), and a simple argument also shows that

c*(XJ,k,Vj7k) = Fx(j,k) + 0(jx/6)

(we refer to the discussion concerning /,** given at the beginning of this

subsection for terminology). If we substitute this latter expression for c* in

(5.9) and make use of (5.3), then we conclude that

G(T,y,*) = ((* + 1)* + F, (y, Ac))/ (y + 1),7 + 0(y-5^)

asy -> 00, and hence it follows that

%k = t2+ O(j->/0),   XM = ((y + l)TT/hx(t2)f{l + 0(r5/6)}.

and

c%*,^*) = F2(y,Ac)+0(y-1/24)

asy —> 00, where t2 = t2(j, Ac). By substituting this latter expression for c* in

(5.9) and repeating the above arguments, it is now easy to deduce that

t,,,* = ¿,. + 0(y-^),    X,,* = ((y + 1)77/A,(/,.))2{1 + O(y^)},
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and

c*(X,,*, t,,,*) = F,(y, Ac) + 0(y-^-'9/24))

asy -» oo for / = 1, . . . , 7, where /, = t¡(j, k) and m¡ = (5/ + 10)/24. Thus,

asy -» oo, G(tj,-*) = /*(/', Ac) + 0(y'"2), and hence

%k = t*k + 0(j~2),   X,* = M,2*(l + 0(y-2)).

A substitution of these expressions for tj,* and X,* in (5.3) and (5.9) shows

that

G(%k) = f*(J, k) + ((j + l)Try2C(t*k) + o(j~2),

and hence

Vj.k = t*k + C(t*k)/((j + \)Tr)2G'(t*k) + o{j~2)

asy -» oo, where C(t) = clx(t)hx(t) — c*(t)H(t). The assertion of the theorem

concerning X, * and /t, * follows immediately from this latter result, (5.3), and

the relation df(t)H(t) + dl(t)hx(t) = 2.

Turning next to X/¿(x2) = X2(;c2> \*> /*,,*)> ú follows from (5.3) and (3.15)

that (5.4) remains valid as yr-> oo for ^* < x2 < 1, and with this result

holding uniformly in x2. To obtain approximations for x, * when x2 < £, * we

must turn again to the work of §3, and taking now X = X, *, t = tj, *, we shall

indicate the dependence on y and Ac of the functions P, w, z, 9* defined there

by writing w,,*(x2) for w(x2) and ö,**(x2, x,) for 0*(x2, x,), where w is any one

of the functions P, w, or z. Then putting

M**) = (-l)*<^(^2))"1/2^1/4(0»

Tfk(x2) = T(zJik(x2)),   S*k(x2) = S(zMk(x2)),

Tjjc = v(¿,,*(°)).   and   77,*(x2) = 0/*(x2, x(tj,,*)),

we may argue with (3.17) and (5.9) to show that asy" -» oo,

X,,*(*2) = L,,*(x2)[77*(x2){sin TM - /,,,(x2)cos Tj>k + o(Xr*'/2)}

-S,**(x2){cos r,* + 7y.*(x2) sin YJJc + o(X,;*'/2)}]

formax{0, x(tj,*)J < x2 < 1,

(5.10)

= L,*(x2)[ 7X*(x2)(sin T,,* + X,7*'/^**(x2)}

-^**(x2)(cos T,,* + X,:*'/27,|*(x2)}]

for 0 < x2 < x(tj,,*)     if x(tj,.*) > 0, (5.11)
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where (5.10) holds uniformly in x2 and both 7j** and 7^* are o (I) asy'-» oo,

uniformly in x2 (see the remark immediately preceding the statement of this

theorem).

We now assert that asy -> oo,

*,*(*2) = L,,*(x2)[77*(x2)sinr,,*{l + «(X,;*'/4)}

- S,**(x2)cos r,,*{ 1 + 0(X-*'/4)} ]    (5.12)

for 0 < x2 < x(tj, *) if x(tj, *) > 0, with this result holding uniformly in x2. To

prove this assertion let 0 < e < 1, choose the positive integer y0 large enough

so that |V,**(x2)| + |//*(x2)| < £ in 0 < x2 < x(tj,*) whenever x(tj,*) > 0 and

y > y0, and under these latter conditions consider each of the cases: (i)

K*(0)| < «,,*(«) (= 4-'log{X,.;*/2/e}), (ii) |>v,.*(0)| > «¿¿(e). For case (i) we

may argue with (3.12) and (5.11) to show that when y is sufficiently large,

(5.12) is valid in 0 < x2 < x(tj,*), provided that in (5.12) each of the

expressions o(Xykx/4) is replaced by an expression of the form Cj^x^, where

IÇ,*(X2)I < ße1/2X,^l/4 and ß denotes a positive constant. A similar result

also holds for case (ii), which can easily be seen by arguing with (3.12), (5.11)

and the relation

X,,*(*2) = Xj,k(X?)<l>J,k(X2)/<l>j,k(x?)'

where x* (= xf(j, Ac)) denotes the point of [c, d] defined in the statements

preceding (3.15),

<t>j,k(x2) = <í>2(^2> h* ("/,*) " V(X2> °)>

and t>(x2, 0) is given by (3.18). Since e is arbitrary, the assertion follows.

By arguing with (5.3), (5.10), and (5.12) we can next show that asy —> oo,

X,,*(*2) = L*k(x2)[TjÂ(x2){ûnJjtk + 0(y-')}

-^(x^cos/^ + OO-1)}]

for|y* < x2 < 1,

= ^(^2)[^(^2){sin^* + 0(y-1)}

-SM(x2){cosJM + o(j-x)}]

formax{0, x(tj,*)} < x2 < |*,

= L7**(x2)[?;.*(x2)sin7,*{l + 0(y-/2))

-S^ix^cos^ll-r-^y-'/2)}]

for 0 < x2 < x(tj,,*) if x(t,7.*) > 0,    (5.13)
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uniformly in x2, where

^(^2) = ^*U,A:)Í>,-1/2(x2,t,,,*),

K*2(j, Ac) = (-l)*+^V«P?-i/4(L i, ^

and all other terms are defined in the statements preceding this theorem.

From these results and (5.5) it may readily be verified that

ifeir' = N2/%-x(j, k)\Ki(j,k)\-\2/D*k)x/2{\ + o(y-2/3)}

as y -> oo (where AT, is defined in the statements preceding (5.5)), and the

assertion of our theorem concerning i^* now follows from (5.4), (5.5), and

(5.13).
5.3. Formulae in ß*. Throughout this subsection we assume that (J, Ac) E

ß* (see Theorem 4.1). Then referring to the notation of subsection 5.0 (see, in

particular, part (3)), it follows from the definition of ß* that

(G(a2) - 2aj-x'b) < (Ac 4- v*)/(j + vx) <(G(a2) - 2~xaj-i/X2)

when y is sufficiently large. Assuming y large, we shall now denote by /,** the

solution of the equation G(t) = (k + v*)/(j + vx); and it is not difficult to

verify that

(a2-3y-'/6)</,**<(a2-4-y-V^)

(see part (6) of the notation of §4 for the properties of G).

In this subsection we shall define the functions cf,(/), d?(t) and d?(t)

(i = 1, 2), c(t), d(t), t(x2,j, Ac), 7}*(x2), and Sjk(x2) precisely as we did in

subsection 5.2, put Dfk = A/,*1/377*, where

iM = // A(x„ x2K'(x2,y, k)T2k(x2)Px-x/2(xx, 1, t,,,*)

i2

X^x-2(x2,r,Jk)dxxdx2,     (5.14)

(' = d/dx2), and for / < a2 and x2 < x(/) (here and below special attention

must be paid to part (3) of the notation of subsection 5.0) let

c+(0 = 4x(t)(a2 -ty3'2,

y¡(x2,0 = {y*(x2,0(r(x2) - 0"3/2 + ct(/)),

yii(x2, 0 = /2f(^2. 0 - c\it),   y\2(x2, t) = y\(x2, t) + S(t),

and

y2i(x2,J, k) = Nyky2i(x2, tj,,*)   for / = 1, 2.

It is easy to see from (3.11)—(3.12) and the results given in [4, p. 86] that Dfk

and l/D*k remain less than some positive number independent of y or Ac for

all largey. We shall also define the expressions 7fm(x,, x2,y, k) (for 0 < x, <

1, x(r);,,) < x-, < 1), a„, and at (m = 1.4) precisely as we did in
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subsection 5.1 and for 0 < x, < 1, 0 < x2 < x(tj,*) define the expressions

E\xx,j, k), E*(xx,j, k), E*(xx, x2,j, Ac), em, e* (m = 1, . . . , 4), and e by

putting:

7ft=l,    E* =yx(xx,j,k),    Ex* = l + y2x(x2,j, k),

E* = - 1 + y22(x2>J> k),   £3* = - FI = yx(xx,j, k),

e, = e2 = ef = e;* = 1,   and   ef = ef = e3 = e4 «■ 0   if a, =£ 0,     (1)

E*=yx(xx,j,k),   E# = l,   Et - -£2* = y,(x„y,Ac),

£3 = 1 + ^21 (X2,j, k),   Ej - -1 + 722(x2,y, Ac),

e, = e2 = ef = e| = 0,    and   ef = ef = e3 = e4 = 1    if a, = 0,     (2)

and

e = 1    ifa2¥=0,   e = 0   if a2 = 0. (3)

Finally, if in §3 we take X = X,*, t = tj,*, and assume that y is sufficiently

large, then we may argue as we did in the proof of Theorem 4.1 to show that

4-'e,y3/8<|H'(0)|<4e2y3/4   and   w(l) > ex((a2 - ax)/2)3/2j,

where the e, are defined in (4.3). Assumingy large, we shall now denote by fa

and fa the points of [c, d] at which

r(x2) = fe + e*rV12   and   r(x2) = tj,,* - e*j~5/x2,

respectively, where e* = (ex/4e2)2^3; it is clear that

0 < fa < x(tj7,*) < fa < 1,    |w(x2)| < 4->e,y3/8

for fa < x2 < ££, and Kx^l > (e2/4<?2)y3/8 for x2 < |* and x2 > ^J.
Then putting

DJJc = 2/c2/),**,   ^.* = ^f*(x„ x2)/||^**||,

and recalling the definition of A/, * given in Theorem 5.2, we have

Theorem 5.3. It is the case that Xjk, p,* are given by (5.6),

(— iy + S/k*(x,, Xj) is given by the right-hand side of (5.1) for 0 < x, < 1,

it < x2 < 1,

x[cosZf (x„y,Ac)7;.,*(x2)(7it(x„y,Ac) + e,0(y-3/4) + efo(y-')}

+ cos Zf (x„y, k)SJk (x2)/, (x„ x2,y, k)

+ sin Zf (x„y, Ac)7;.*(x2){7i# (x„y, Ac) + e30(y"3/4) + e3*o(y-')}

+ sin Zf (x„y, k)SM (x2)/2 (x„ x2,y, Ac) J

forO < x, < 1,   fa < x2< fa,    (5.15)
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ij,k(xi>x2) = Drkx/2[(r(x2) - tj,.*)7>,(x„ 1, tj,.*)7*2(x2)]~1/4

X [cos Zf (x„y, Ac)exp{ - Zf (x2,y, k)}

X (£f (x„ x2,y, Ac) + e,0(y-3/4) + ef^y"1)}

+ (- l)ecos Zf (x„y, Ac)exp{ - Z2+(x2,y, Ac)}

X {7sf(x„ x2,y, Ac) + e20(y-3/4) + ef^y"1)}

+ sin Zf (x„y, Ac)exp{ - Zf (x2,y, Ac)}

X {7s3*(x„ x2,y, Ac) + e30(y-3/4) + e3*0(y-')}

+ (- l)£sin Zf (x„y, k) exp( - Z¡ (x2,j, Ac)}

X [EX (x„ x2,y, Ac) + e40(y-3/4) + e4*o(y-')}]

forO < x, < 1,   0 < x2 < fa,    (5.16)

as j -» oo, (j, Ac) E ßf, where E(xx, x2,y, Ac) is given by the right-hand side of

(5.8),   fp(xx, x2, j, Ac)    equals    o(j~x)   for    x2   >   x(tjm)    and

exp{-2Zf(0,y, Ac)}0(l) for   x2 < x(tj,*), p = 1,   2,   and  Z\(x2,j,k) =

2Zf(0,y, Ac) — Zf(x2,y, Ac). These results for ipJyk(xx, x2) hold uniformly in x,

and x2.

Remark. It is clear from the remark immediately following the statement

of Theorem 5.2 and the definitions of the terms involved that

(2/3)f3/2 (x2,y, A:) = - /Zf (x2,y, Ac)    for 0 < x2 < x(tj7i*).

Observe also that Zf strictly decreases in this interval. Hence it follows from

(3.12) that the expression SJk(x2)fp(xx, x2, y, Ac) given in (5.15) is

o(exp{ - Zf (0,y, Ac))) asy -» oo uniformly in fa < x2 < x(tj, *) forp = 1,2.

Proof. We shall only prove the theorem for the case a, = 0, /?, = 77 for

/ = 1, 2; the other cases can be similarly treated. Then by arguing with (3.11),

(3.19) as we did in the proof of Theorem 4.1, it is easy to see that

X}l2H(%k) = (Ac + 3/4)77 + Xrkx/2c*x(Vj,k) + o{j~x) (5.17)

asy -> 00. In light of (5.3), it follows that asy —> 00,

G(Vj.k) = ((k + 3/4)/ (y + 1)) + 0(y-2),

and hence

\k = & + 0(y-2),   X,,* = M2k (1 + 0(y"2)}.

Substituting these expressions for tj,* and X7* in (5.3) and (5.17), we obtain

G(tj,,*) = (Ac + 3/4)/ (y + 1) + C(t*k)/ ((j + 1)tt)2+ o(j~2),
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where C(t) = cf,(f)/ji(0 - c\*(t)H(t), and hence

%k = t;,k + C(t*k)/((j + \)TT)2G'(t*k) + o(j~2)

as y —> oo. The assertion of the theorem concerning X, * and \ijk follows from

this latter result, (5.3), and the relation dx*(t)H(t) + dl(t)hx(t) = 2.

For convenience of notation we shall henceforth put

*i*(x„j, k) = <i>,(x„ X,,*, p,,*),   x# (*/../> *) = Xi(x¡, X,,*, p,,*)

for / = 1, 2. Then by arguing with (3.19) and (5.3) it is easy to see that as

/'-♦oo,

*2*(*w> *) = *? a mri/\x2, t,,,*)

x[ V*2){1 + Nrkxci(VM) + FJ¡k(x2)} + SÁk(x2)F*k(x2)]

for 0 < x2 < 1, where

tff(y,Ac) = KNrk^\P2(0, 1, ̂ -'^{Zf (0,y, Ac)},

FjAxt) = OC/"3/4), and F*k(x2) equals 0(j~x) for fa < x2 < 1, o(y-') for

x(Vj,k) < x2 < §£, and 0(exp{-2Zf(0,y, Ac)}) for 0 < x2 < x(tj,.*), with

these results for Fjk and Ffk holding uniformly in x2. Arguments similar to

those used in [6, Theorem 3.4] show that

tf(xx,j,k) = KÏ(j,k)Pxx'4{xx,\,%k)

x[sinZf(x„y,A:){l + o{j~x)}

+ cosZf(x„y, Ac){y,(x„y, Ac) + 0(y'-1)}]

as y -> 00, uniformly in 0 < x, < 1, where Kf(j, Ac) = \/NJkP¡/4(0, 1, tj,*),

and hence it is now not difficult to verify that

ll^ir' = N//6(2/D*ky/2l ft  K*(j, Ac))    (1 - Nrk^(VM) + 0(y"3/4)}

asy -> 00. By arguing with (3.15), (5.3), we may next deduce that asy -» 00,

<i>2#(x2,y, Ac) = K* (j, k)\P2(x2, 1, tj,.*)|-'/4

x[exp{-Zf(x2,y, Ac)}{l + N¿xy¡(x2, t,,,*) + 0(y"3/4)}

+ exp{ - Z¡ (x2,j, Ac)} { - 1 + Nrkyt^ %k) + o(j'3'4)} ]

for 0 < x2 < fa, uniformly in x2, where

K* (j, Ac) = (2NJJc\P2 (0, 1, vM)\l/4y 'exp{Z* (0,y, Ac)}.

Finally, we also know that for / = 1,2,

<i>,#(x,,y, Ac) = Ac,(y, Ac)x*(x„y, Ac)    for 0 < x, < 1,
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where Ac,(y, k) = - d<j>,#(l,j, k)/dx¡ and x2# is given by (5.4) for fa < x2 <

1 and x* by (5.5) for 0 < x, < 1 (with the first formula holding uniformly in

x2 and the second uniformly in x,). Moreover, by arguing with (3.11), (3.20),

and (5.17), it is not difficult to deduce that

k2(J, k) = (-1)*|P2(0, 1, t|,.,*)|-1/47'21/4(1, 1, t,,,*)

Xexp{Zf (0,y, Ac)}{1 + VC+(W + 0{j~3/4)}

asy -* oo, while a standard argument shows that

Ac,(y, Ac) = (-iyP,-'/4(0, \,%k)Pxx/4(\, 1,tj,,*){1 + o(y-)}

asy -> oo. With these results it is now a simple matter to verify the assertion

of the theorem concerning \¡/Jk.

5.4. Formulae in ßf. In this subsection we assume that (j, Ac) E ßf (see

Theorem 4.1). Then it may readily be verified that

2-1a*y-5/8 <(Ac + v*)/(j + vx) <{G(a2) - 2~xaj-x^)

when j is sufficiently large (see subsection 5.0 for terminology). Assuming j

large, we shall denote by /,** the solution of the equation G(t) = (Ac + v*)/(j

+ vx); and it is not difficult to show that (a, + 4-J/-VÖ) < t*k < (a2 -
4-y-'/6).

Referring to the notation of §§2, 4, and subsection 5.0 (see part (2)), we

shall now put

cW) = -7/720(1, t),   cf2(0 = -B2-X¡2(\)X¡(\, ß2, t)   if ß2 * tt,

f2*(0 = 5/72*(l, t)   and   c2*2(/) = 0   if/?2 = 77,

cf3(r) = *2#(l,x(/),0,

G*(t) = G'(0(1 - ^(0)~'/2   f°rai < t < a2 + 8,

G*(a,)= -x'(ax)hx-x(ax)*(l,ax)

(where ' = d/dt; observe also from the definition of G(t) in §4 that G*(t) is

continuous and positive in [ax, a2 + 5]),

d* (t) = L(t)Xt (0, 0*!/2(l, 0.   at (t) = L(t)Xt (x(t), 0^i/2(l, t),

d?(t) = tdt (t) + L(t)hx(t)*x/2(l, t),

d¡(t) = td2*(t)-L(t)H(t)*\/2(l,t)

(where L(t) = l/h2(t)G*(t)),

cx(t) = cr(t)dt(t),   dx(t) = c*x(t)d¡(t),

c2m{t) = eUW (0>   d2m (t) = cfm(/K (0   for m = 1, 2, 3,

c(t) = cx(t) + c23(t)   and   d(t) = dx(t) + d23(t).
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Referring next to the terminology of (3.11), let

K* = -/?t + „tat + 3-1(i-t)3   and   kt - v*   if   ß2 * tt,

k* = ß — va — 3"V3    and   k+ = — v   if ß2 = tt,

and in the interval ax < t < a2 + 8 put

Gt(/) = 2"1(1 - x(r))1/2G"(0

(observe from the definition of G in §4 that G+ is bounded in this interval),

^(0 =  ̂ 2.(0-^2.(0-

c*(t,s) = K*O-3(l,0 - (c?(t))2*x/2(l,t)hx(t)GHs)

+ 3rCtC,#(i)/24)(l, /),

c*(t, s) = df (/)c2# (/, s)   and   d# (t, s) = d¡ (í)c2# (/, s),

where a, < s < a2 + 8 and the terminology of the previous paragraph is

utilized.

Lastly, paying special attention to part (3) of the notation of subsection 5.0,

let

ct(i) = c¡x(t)(a2 - ty3/2+ c\2(t)(a2 - tyx'2

+X*(x(t),0,t)+y2*(0,t)

for / < a2, and when t < a2 and x2 < x(t), put

y¡(x2,0 = y*(x» t)(r(x2) - ty3/2- x* (x(t), x2, t)

-y* (x2,0 + ^(0-

^.(^2. 0  =  V1(X2, /)  -  Ct(0,      V2+2(^2. 0 = >4(*2> 0 +  CfWi

and

^(•W- ^) = AJ5H(*2> lyyt) for / = 1, 2.

Then in this subsection we shall define f (x2,y, Ac), 7},*(x2), 5,,*(x2),

Em(xux2,j,k), am, a* (m = 1, . . . , 4), E\xx,j,k), E*(xx,j,k), and e

precisely as we did in subsection 5.3. We shall also define the £*, m =

1, . . . , 4, in terms of the y2, and y, precisely as we did in subsection 5.3,

except we are now to use our new definition of the y2, here; and as for the em

and e* defined in that subsection, we shall henceforth take em = 0, e* = 1,

m = 1, . . . , 4, regardless of whether a, is zero or not. Finally, let

D*k = Nrkx/i(%k -axyl/\k,

where IJk is given by (5.14). It may readily be verified that Dfk and 1//>,**

remain less than some positive number independent of y and Ac for all largey.

If in §3 we take X = X, * and t = tj, *, then we may argue as we did in the
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proof of Theorem 4.1 to show that

|w(0)| > 4-'e,y3/4   and   w(l) > 4~xeJ3/i,

where the e, are defined in (4.3). We shall now denote by fa and fa the
points of [c, d] at which

r(x2) = Vj,k + e*j~x/6   and   r(x2) = tj,,* - e*j-^X2,

respectively, where e* = (ex/4e2)2/3m, and it is clear that 0 < fa < x(rj,*) <

fa < 1. Then putting

DM = 2K2D*k,   ^,*(x„ x2) = ^,f*(x„ x2)/||^f*||,

and recalling the definitions of E(xx, x2,j, k), the f(xx, x2,y, Ac), and

Z\(x2,j, Ac) given in Theorem 5.3, we may argue as we did in that theorem to

show that

Theorem 5.4. It is the case that

\k - M2k[\ + Mrk\(t*k - axy2c2x(t*k)

+ ('A - a.r'^ft)+(& - «.r1/2c(&)>

+ (t*k-axy5Mrk4c*(t*k,sM)

+ (t*k-axyl/2o(j-»/24) + o(j-2)],

hk = M2k[t*k + M¿\(t*k - axy2d2x(t*k)

+ (/,** - axyld22(t*k) + (/,** - axyl/2d(tj:k))

+ {t*k-axy5MJjl4d*(t*k,sj,k)

+ ^k-axy]/20(j-^24) + o(j-2)],

(—iy+*(Tjy* — ax)x/4\¡/jk(xx, xj is given by the right-hand side of (5.1) for

0 < x, < 1, fa < x2 < 1, (it,* - ax)X/"\¡/jk(xx, x2) is given by the right-hand

side of (5.15) for 0 < x, < 1, fa < x2 < fa, and by the right-hand side of
(5.16) for 0 < x, < 1, 0 < x2 < fa, as j -» oo, (j, Ac) E ßf, where A/,* = (y

+ vx)Tr/hx(tfk) and j,* = t*k + 0(y'~7/6). 77iere results for ip,,*(x„ x2) AioW

uniformly in x, an*/ x2.

Remark. It is important to observe from the definitions of terms involved

that in the above formulae for X,* and py*, the expressions ({,** -

a])~{/2c(t*k) and (/,** - ax)~x/2d(tfk), which depend upon the q¡, are both

0(1) asy -» oo. These expressions, when multiplied by M~k2, are, of course,

absorbed into the error terms when k/j is small.
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5.5. Formulae in ßf. In this subsection we assume that (j, Ac) E ßf (see

Theorem 4.1). Then recalling that in subsection 3.4 we denoted the zeros of

T(z) and T'(z) by t„ and r'„, respectively, n > 1, we shall now put

cf,(0 = -X¡(\, ß2, 0/4>,(l, 0    and    A* = r'k + x    if   ß2 * tt,

cf,(/) = 0   and   A* = t* + ,    if ß2 = tt

(see subsection 5.0). In light of the properties of A* given in subsection 3.4, it

is clear that y ~ l/4A* remains less than some positive number independent of y

and Ac for all large y. Assuming y large, we shall denote by tjk the solution of

the equation Gx(t) = A*/((y + vx)tt)2/3; and it is not difficult to verify that

ax < tjk < ax + 3j~5/X2 (see part (7) of the notation of §4 for the properties

of G,).'

In what follows we let

c(t) = cf,(/)L(/)^f (0, t),   d(t) = tc(t) + c*2x(t)L(t)hx(t),

where L(t) = \/h\/3(t)G[(t), ' = d/dt, and define t(x2,j,k), 7},*(x2),

SjjciXi)' E\xx,j, Ac), E*(xx,j, Ac), e, 7i*(x„ x2,y, k), em, e*, m = 1, . . . , 4,

precisely as we did in subsection 5.4. We shall also put 7),** = Akx/2IJk, where

7y* is given by (5.14). It is clear from (3.11H3.12) and [4, p. 86] that 7),** and

1/7),** remain less than some positive number independent of y and Ac for all

large y.

Finally, if in §3 we take X = Xjk, t = tj,*, and assume that y is sufficiently

large, then we may argue as we did in the proof of Theorem 4.1 to show that

w(l) < 4e2y3/8   and    |w(0)| > ex((a2 - ax)/2)y2j,

where the e¡ are defined in (4.3). Assumingy large, we shall now denote by fa

the point of [c, d] at which r(x2) = tj,* + ex~2/3j~x/6; and it is clear that

0 < fa < x(tj, *). Then putting

DM = 2K2D*k,   ^,*(x„ x2) = ^**(x„ x2)/||^f*||,

and recalling the definitions of 7i(x,, x2,y, Ac), the f¡(xx, x2,j, Ac), and

Z\(x2,j, Ac) given in Theorem 5.3, we have

Theorem 5.5. It is the case that

X,,* = M,2*[l + M,,-*4/3A*-'c(i2*) + 0(y-2)],

p,,* = M2k[t¡k + Mrk^Akxd(tl) + 0(j~2)],

K/4Nj~kl/%,k(xi> x2) is Siven by the right-hand side of (5.15) for 0 < x, < 1,

C* < JCj < 1« and by the right-hand side of (5.16) for 0 < x, < 1, 0 < x2 <

fa as j —> oo, (j, Ac) E ßf, where A/, * = (y + vx)Tr/hx(tJk). These results for

i//, *(x,, x2) hold uniformly in x, and x2.
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Proof. We shall only prove the theorem for the case a, = 0, /?, = 77 for

/ = 1, 2; the other cases can be similarly treated. Then by arguing with (3.19)

as we did in the proof of Theorem 4.1, it is easy to see that

Xxi3(3H(VM)/2)2/3= A* + 0(y-4/3)   asy-*».

In light of (5.3) it follows that asy —> 00,

0,(Tl„,) = A*((y+l)77)-2/3+0(y-2),

and hence

%k = tj,k+ 0(y-2).

The assertion of the theorem concerning X, * and py * follows from this result

and (5.3), while the assertion concerning ^ * can be proved by using argu-

ments similar to those used in the proof of Theorem 5.3.

6. Conclusions and final remarks. We are now in a position to furnish a

negative answer to the question regarding the uniform boundedness of the

eigenfunctions of the system (1.1 )—( 1.4) (see §1); for it is clear from the

foregoing results that the eigenfunctions, \pJik(xx, x2), are not uniformly

bounded in 72 for (j, Ac) E ß,. We do note however that

Theorem 6.1. The absolute values of the j~ 1/3<|/,,*(x,, x2) for (j, Ac) E ß, and

(x,, x2) E 72 remain less than some bound independent of x,, x2,y, and Ac.

It is important to observe from Theorem 5.5 that this result is false if 1/3 is

replaced by 1 /3 — e, e > 0.

A second point worth mentioning deals with the dependence of the

eigenvalues on the q¡. Indeed, it is clear from the above results that if in

(1.2/ — 1), 1 < 1 < 2, we replace <?,(x,) by q*(x¡) and denote the eigenvalues

of the system (1.1)—(1.4), with the q¡ replaced by the qf, by (X*k, p,f*),y, Ac = 0,

1, . . . , then Xfk - X,* and n*k - py* are 0(1) asy -» 00, (j, Ac) E ß,.

We wish also to state that further developments of the formulae given in

Theorems 5.1-5.5 are possible if the coefficients in the differential equations

(1.1), (1.3) are suitably defined; we refer to the remark given at the end of §3

in [6] and to the work in [4, pp. 6-11] for further clarification.

As stated in §2, Theorems 5.1-5.5 are valid only for the case r'(x2) < 0 in

c < x2 < d. However this is no restriction; for if r'(x2) > 0 in this interval,

then the substitutions x2 = 1 - s2, af = 77 — ß2, ßf = 77 — a2, and a rela-

belling of terms in (1.3)—(1.4) reduces the system (1.1 )—( 1.4) to a form where

the results of Theorems 5.1-5.5 may again be utilized.

Finally, recalling the definition of 92 given in §4, let ß2 denote the sector in

the (x, y)-plane defined by the inequalities 92 < 9 < 77/2. Then it is not

difficult to verify that results analogous to those above hold for the case
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(y, Ac) E ß2 if we choose 92 appropriately and assume that Ax, Bx are of class

C3 in some interval containing the interval 0 < x, < 1 in its interior and that

A\BX - AXB\ ̂  Oin 0 < x, < 1.
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